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Vehicle Properties Recovery System Properties - Recovery Electronics
Total Length (in) 114.42 Primary Altimeter Make/Model PerfectFlite StratoLoggerCF

Diameter (in) 6.16" Secondary Altimeter Make/Model PerfectFlite StratoLoggerCF

Gross Lift Off Weight (lb) 52.92 Other Altimeters (if applicable) N/A

Airframe Material(s) Braided Carbon Fiber Rocket Locator (Make/Model) Eggtimer Rocketry EggFinder TX

Fin Material and Thickness (in) G10 Fiberglass - 0.125" Additional Locators (if applicable) N/A

Coupler Length(s)/Shoulder Length(s) (in) 12"/3" Transmitting Frequencies (all - vehicle and 
payload) ***Required by CDR***  (Complete on pages 3 and 4)

Motor Properties
Describe Redundancy Plan 
(batteries, switches, etc.)

Two batteries independently power two altimeters. Each battery is connected to an 
electrical key switch using Quick Disconnect Links, and each altimeter alone is 

capable of handling the entire flight.
Motor Brand/Designation Aerotech L2200G

Max/Average Thrust (lb) 700/494.58

Total Impulse (lbf-s) 1147 Pad Stay Time (Launch 
Configuration)

At least two hours, as per NASA Handbook requirement 2.11.
Mass Before/After Burn (lb) 10.46/4.92

Liftoff Thrust (lb) 122.13

Motor Retention Method Screw Cap Recovery System Properties - Drogue Parachute
Manufacturer/Model Rocketman Eliptical Chute

Stability Analysis Size or Diameter (ft) 2

Center of Pressure (in. from nose) 89.742 Main Altimeter Deployment Setting 4700

Center of Gravity (in. from nose) 67.226 Backup Altimeter Deployment Setting 4700

Static Stability Margin (on pad) 3.66 Velocity at Deployment (ft/s) 0

Static Stability Margin (at rail exit) 3.71 Terminal Velocity (ft/s) 83

Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 9.35 Recovery Harness Material, Size, and Type 
(examples - 1/2 in. tubular Nylon or 1 in. flat Kevlar 

strap)
7/16" tubular Kevlar 

Rail Size/Type and Length (in) 1515/ 144in

Rail Exit Velocity (ft/s) 89.69 Recovery Harness Length (ft) 30

Harness/Airframe Interfaces 3/16" Oval Connecting Link - 900 lbs.
Ascent Analysis

Maximum Velocity (ft/s) 632

Kinetic Energy of Each Section (Ft-lbs)

Section 1 Section 2

Maximum Mach Number 0.57
2466 1755

Maximum Acceleration (ft/s^2) 405

Target Apogee (ft) 4700
Predicted Apogee (From Sim.) (ft) 5004.8 Recovery System Properties - Main Parachute

Manufacturer/Model Rocketman Iris Chute

Recovery System Properties - Overall Size or Diameter (ft) 8

Total Descent Time (s) 81.8 Main Altimeter Deployment Setting (ft) 550

Total Drift in 20 mph winds (ft) 2400 Backup Altimeter Deployment Setting (ft) 500



Velocity at Deployment (ft/s) 86.3

Recovery System Properties -  Energetics Terminal Velocity (ft/s) 18.4

Ejection System Energetics (ex. Black Powder) Black Powder Recovery Harness Material, Size, and Type 
(examples - 1/2 in. tubular Nylon or 1 in. flat Kevlar 

strap)
1/2 in. tubular Nylon

Energetics Mass - Drogue Chute 
(grams)

Primary 1.25
Backup 1.38 Recovery Harness Length (ft) 30

Energetics Mass - Main Chute 
(grams)

Primary 2.83
Harness/Airframe Interfaces

5/16" Oval Connecting Link - 1,580 lbs.
3/16" Oval Connecting Link - 900 lbs.

5/16" Oval Connecting Link - 2,400 lbs.Backup 3.11
Energetics Mass - Other (grams) 

- If Applicable
Primary N/A

Kinetic Energy of Each 
Section (Ft-lbs)

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 

Backup N/A
74.8 45.7 57.7
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Payload

Payload 1 (official 
payload)

Overview

The payload will consist of a drone that will be securely locked in place. Once the rocket lands and safety is confirmed, the drone platform will exit using a lead screw.

Payload 2 (non-
scored payload)

Overview

N/A

Test Plans, Status, and Results

Ejection Charge 
Tests

The ground ejection test is meant to verify the amount of black powder in ejection canisters for parachute deployment. The launch vehicle is set up in its launch-ready configuration, and an e-
match ignition causes charges to ignite and separate the rocket sections. This test ensures a successful recovery during launch, and it serves the team as a practice round for preparation of a 

launch-ready vehicle. Lastly, the test confirms the selection and quantity of shear pins to be used on separating sections before ejection.

The ejection test was successful on the first iteration for both charge estimates. No changes were made to the initial masses proposed, and all structural elements remained in tact. The test ran 2 
hours and 40 minutes.

Sub-scale Test 
Flights

The subscale test flight is conducted to gain insight into the fullscale launch vehicle. This test requires the team to construct a scaled down version of the fullscale vehicle, while maintaining a very 
similar relationship between the CG and CP of the fullscale vehicle. From this test, the team can observe the flight characteristics and expected flight path of the fullscale rocket due to this 

matched relationship. The subscale motor need not be high-powered.
 

The constructed vehicle was a 1/5th scale model of the fullscale launch vehicle. The test was conducted at Gardiner Elementary School as part of our STEM Initiative Plan and was a success. The 
flight used a C6 motor and achieved an apogee of 219 feet AGL. From this, the team was able to observe the corrected path made by the rocket, due to the stability margin, and observe the 
influence crosswind has on flight performance. Additionally, the team was able to verify the accuracy of OpenRocket simulation software by comparing the expected apogee with the actual.



Sub-scale Test 
Flights

The subscale test flight is conducted to gain insight into the fullscale launch vehicle. This test requires the team to construct a scaled down version of the fullscale vehicle, while maintaining a very 
similar relationship between the CG and CP of the fullscale vehicle. From this test, the team can observe the flight characteristics and expected flight path of the fullscale rocket due to this 

matched relationship. The subscale motor need not be high-powered.
 

The constructed vehicle was a 1/5th scale model of the fullscale launch vehicle. The test was conducted at Gardiner Elementary School as part of our STEM Initiative Plan and was a success. The 
flight used a C6 motor and achieved an apogee of 219 feet AGL. From this, the team was able to observe the corrected path made by the rocket, due to the stability margin, and observe the 
influence crosswind has on flight performance. Additionally, the team was able to verify the accuracy of OpenRocket simulation software by comparing the expected apogee with the actual.

Vehicle Demon-
stration Flights

The vehicle demonstration flight is scheduled for March 16.

Payload Demon-
stration Flights

The payload demonstration flight is planned for March 16. 
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Transmitter #1
Location of transmitter: Located in the tracking bay in nose cone

Purpose of transmitter: Locate launch vehicle for recovery

Brand EggTimer Rocketry RF Output Power (mW) 100

Model Eggfinder TX Specific Frequency used by team (MHz) 915

Handshake or frequency hopping?  (explain) Fixed (programmable)

Distance to closest e-match or altimeter (in) ~64 to closest e-match

Description of shielding plan: Altimeter bay will be lined with conductive aluminum foil tape, providing EM shielding for the tracking bay and the rest of the launch 
vehicle

Transmitter #2
Location of transmitter: Transmitter is equipped on the drone



Purpose of transmitter: Transmit camera data

Brand Eachine RF Output Power (mW) 200

Model VTX03 Super Mini Specific Frequency used by team (MHz) 5325-5945 MHZ

Handshake or frequency hopping?  (explain) Fixed (programmable)

Distance to closest e-match or altimeter (in) ~47 from closest e-match

Description of shielding plan:
During the flight the drone and it's components will be shielded securely inside of the airframe via a lock 

mechanism. The video transmitter and the drone will be powered off until the rocket has landed and is safe.

Transmitter #3
Location of transmitter: The transmitter will be in the hands of the user. The receiver will be on the drone, underneath a protective ABS cover plate. 

Purpose of transmitter: Controlling the Drone during flight

Brand Radiolink RF Output Power (mW) 100

Model AT9S Specific Frequency used by team (MHz) 2400MHz to 2483.5MHz

Handshake or frequency hopping?  (explain) Fixed

Distance to closest e-match or altimeter (in) ~55 to closest e-match

Description of shielding plan:        The transmitter will be in the hands of the user. The receiver will be on the drone, underneath a protective ABS cover plate. 

Transmitter #4
Location of transmitter: The HC12 transmitter will be securely on the ground station. 

Purpose of transmitter: For drone deployment.

Brand Comidox RF Output Power (mW) 100

Model HC12 Specific Frequency used by team (MHz) 433.4 MHz

Handshake or frequency hopping?  (explain) Fixed

Distance to closest e-match or altimeter (in)

Description of shielding plan: The HC12 transmitter will be securely on the ground station. 
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Transmitter #5
Location of transmitter:

Purpose of transmitter:

Brand RF Output Power (mW)

Model Specific Frequency used by team (MHz)

Handshake or frequency hopping?  (explain)

Distance to closest e-match or altimeter (in)

Description of shielding plan:

Transmitter #6
Location of transmitter:

Purpose of transmitter:

Brand RF Output Power (mW)

Model Specific Frequency used by team (MHz)

Handshake or frequency hopping?  (explain)

Distance to closest e-match or altimeter (in)

Description of shielding plan:

Additional Comments




